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Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: 
Category: 
Target version: 
Resolution: 

Description
when i log with my user, this message appear:
Unknown action
No action responded to index
with the admin user this problem not happen.
The URL is .../account and if I delete the word account and load this url, it work propely.

Associated revisions
Revision 804 - 2007-10-05 20:05 - Jean-Philippe Lang
Added some accesskeys:
- e => edit
- r => preview
- f => quick search
- 4 => search

History
#1 - 2007-01-26 12:44 - Jean-Philippe Lang
Fixed in the svn repository.
0.4.2 that will fix it should be released in the next days.
Best regards

#2 - 2007-01-25 11:43 - Jean-Philippe Lang
I saw it yesterday. Problem occurs when using rails 1.2.
I'll post a fix soonly.
Regards